On your trip to the zoo, go on a scavenger hunt inspired by *The One and Only Ivan*! See if you can find all the animals on the list. Take a picture of each animal you find and paste it in the box when you get home. If you don’t have a camera, be an artist like Ivan and draw the animal in each box.

**Find an animal playing.**

1. What kind of animal did you find?
   
   ______________________________________

2. Was the animal playing with a toy?
   
   ______________________________________

3. Was the animal playing with other animals?
   
   ______________________________________

**Find an animal eating.**

1. What kind of animal did you find?
   
   ______________________________________

2. What was the animal eating?
   
   ______________________________________
Find the gorillas.

1. How many gorillas are at the zoo?

2. How many are males and how many are females?

3. Is there a silverback?

4. What are their names?

Find the elephants.

1. How many elephants are at the zoo?

2. How many are males and how many are females?

3. Is there a baby?

4. What are their names?
Find an animal swimming.

1. What kind of animal did you find?
   ________________________________

2. Where was it swimming?
   ________________________________

Find an animal sleeping.

1. What kind of animal did you find?
   ________________________________

2. Where was the animal sleeping?
   ________________________________
Find an animal who comes from the tundra.

1. What kind of animal did you find?

2. What does the domain look like?

Find an animal who comes from the jungle.

1. What kind of animal did you find?

2. What does the domain look like?
Find an animal who comes from the grasslands.

1. What kind of animal did you find?
   
2. What does the domain look like?
   
---

Find an animal family.

1. What kind of animals are they?
   
2. How many animals are in the family?
   
3. What was the family doing?
   
---
1. Page 6. Ivan and Stella live in cages at a shopping mall. Do you think gorillas should live at a mall? Do you think Ivan is lonely without any gorilla friends? If you were a gorilla, where would you want to live?

2. Page 64. Stella tells Ivan that a good zoo is a safe place to be. What do you think a good zoo would have? Do you think Stella, Ivan, and Ruby should live in a zoo?

3. Page 81. Ruby was taken from her family by humans. Do you think it’s okay to take animals from their natural habitat? Why do you think people hurt wild animals? Do you think Ruby misses her family?

4. Page 112. Ivan promises Stella that he will help Ruby get to a zoo. Why do you think Ivan wants to help Ruby? Do you think Ruby wants to live at the zoo?

5. Page 122. Ivan tells Ruby that he doesn’t remember many stories from his childhood. Do you think Ivan really does remember? Why would Ivan want to forget?

6. Page 130. Mack bought Ivan when he was a baby and raised him like a human. Do you think it was fair to Ivan to raise him like a human? What would it be like if a human baby was raised like a gorilla?

7. Page 211. Julia understands Ivan and his paintings. Do you think it’s possible for humans and animals to understand each other? Why do you think Julia understood Ivan’s painting before her dad did?

8. Page 274. Why do you think Ivan is nervous about meeting the other gorillas at the zoo? What do you think the other gorillas think about Ivan?

9. What makes Ivan such a good friend? What makes him a good gorilla?

10. What can people do to make sure that animals don’t get locked up in cages?